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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, which will consist of two parts, we continue our work started in 
[2] and [3] on the structure of completely distributive complete lattices. The 
class of these lattices is denoted by 9~. Our main objective in part I of this 
paper will be to characterize the complete homomorphic images of a lattice L, 
L E Qc, as certain substructures of L. Our results will show that several of the 
properties which hold for finite distributive lattices remain true for the class 9~. 
An essential use will be made in this paper of a binary relation o which was 
introduced by Raney [4] and which was utilized to prove that if L E Qc, then L is 
a subdirect product of complete chains. If L E 9, then o is defined by aab if 
for ScL, C S=b*there exists SES such that a%, for a,b~L. It is not 
difficult to see that actually o generalizes the notion of complete join irreduci- 
bility. Indeed for QE L, am if and only if a#0 and a is completely join 
irreducible (cf. Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4). We will use the relation o in 
order to introduce the notion of a a-set of L for L E 9~. The a-sets turn out to 
be an important tool in our investigations. If L E 9c and L, is a subset of L, 
then L, is a a-set of L if L1 is a completely distributive complete lattice (under 
the ordering of L) and if LI is closed under sums in L and if for a, b EL,, aab in 
L1 if and only if aab in L. We show first (Theorem 3.4) that if L, L, E 9c then L1 
is a complete homomorphic image of L if and only if L, is isomorphic to a a-set 
of L. Denoting the class of a-sets of L by %‘(,C), this result is then strengthened 
by showing that ‘if(L) is a complete lattice (under set theoretic inclusion) which 
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is anti-isomorphic to the complete lattice Con (L) of complete congruence 
relations of L (Theorems 4.1 and 4.3). We will then establish necessary and 
sufficient conditions in order that L be a subdirect (direct) product of a family 
of a-sets of L (Theorem 4.4). Section 5 is devoted to the examination of those 
a-sets of L, L E & which are chains and we will apply the results obtained in the 
previous sections in order to prove that L is a subdirect product of maximal 
o-sets which are chains (Theorem 5.6). This strengthens Raney’s result 
mentioned earlier [4]. 
In part II of this paper we will focus our attention on the class 9s of dense in 
itself completely distributive complete lattices. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We refer to [2] and [3] for the meaning of the symbols and terminology used 
in this paper. We only recall that for L E .9c and a EL, a is completely join 
irreducible if for 0 # S G L, a = 1 S implies that there exists s E S such that a = s. 
Also recall that the class of completely join irreducible non-zero elements of L 
will be denoted by Y(L) and for a E f(L), a0 will denote the immediate prede- 
cessor of a. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (Raney [4]). Let L E 9c, a, be L. Then aab whenever for 
S G L, C S = b * there exists s E S such that a IS. The symbol oL instead of CJ 
will be used if we work with more than one lattice at a time. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let L E 9~. A subset L, of L is a join-semisublattice of L if(i) 
L, is a complete lattice under the partial ordering of L; (ii) sums in L, are the 
same as sums in L. L1 is a a-set of L if in addition (iii) L1 E 9~; (iv) for a, b E L,, 
aaLb ++aoL,b. 
Note that if L1 is a join-semisublattice of L then (by taking the sum of the 
void set) OL, = 0,. It is also obvious that if L1 is a join-semisublattice of L then 
for a,beL,, aoLb*aaL,b. 
The following lemma summarizes several properties of the binary relation cr. 
LEMMA 2.3. (Also cf. [4]). Let L E 9~. Then (i) aab * a s b; (ii) aaa a a E Y(L); 
(iii) a E S(L) * aOaa; (iv) a I b I c I d and bat* aoc, bad and aad; (v) for S c L, 
aa 1 S * there exists s E S such that aas; (vi) 1 {x : x E L, xoa) = a; (vii) aab c) 
*there exists c E L such that aacab; (viii) if L is a complete ring of sets then 
aab e, there exists s E Y(L) such that a IS s b. 
PROOF. (i) Immediate. (ii) aaa*a#O, since C 0= 0. If C S= a, 02 S c L, 
then there exists SE S such that as. Also azs, so a =s and thus a E Y(L). 
Again, a E S(L) *a # 0. If C S = a then Sf 0, thus there exists s E S such that 
a = s and hence aaa. (iii) If C S = a for S c L then S# 0 since a #0 and thus 
there exists s E S such that a = S. But a0 <a = s which implies aOaa. (iv) It follows 
immediately from the definition of Q that acre. If 1 S = d for S G L then c C S = 
= 1 (cs : sES} =cd=c*there exists soS such that bscs. But then bss and 
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hence bad. aad is now immediate. (v) Note that S#0 since aaz 0=-a&* 
= OuO * 0 E S(L). Contradiction. Suppose am for no s E S. Then for every s E S 
thereexistsT,GLsuchthat C T,=sanda%tforeachteT,.Then C {t: tcT,, 
s E S} = C S and thus there exists s E S, t E T, such that a I t. Contradiction. (vi) 
By (i) C {x : x E L, xaa} 5 a. Let { Si : i E I} be the set of subsets of L such that 
C &=a for all iEZ. Then l-lie1 C Si= C {ni,~ p(i) : ~EX~~I $}=a. Fix 
PoEXiel Si. Then ni,l qQi)aa. Indeed for ScL, C S=a, there exists zi,eZ 
such that S=Sio. NOW po(io)E Si,. SO nit, bpg(i)s(po(io). Thus niel q+&)aa. 
Hence I’Iicl bpo(O~ C { x : xtsL,xoa} and therefore a= 1 {ni,l (p(i) : 
pEXiEISi}I C {X : XEL,XO~}. (vii)aab*(by(vi))aaC {X : xab,xEL}*(by 
(v)) there exists x, xob such that aax=, aaxab. Again aacab * (by (i)) a I c* (by 
(iv)) aob. (viii) Suppose L is a complete ring of sets and aab then b>O since 
b = 0 implies OcrO and thus a E Y(L) (by (i) and (ii)). Contradiction. Thus b = C S 
for some S, 0#S G Y(L). Then there exists SE S such that ass. Also ss b 
implying ass5 b. Conversely, suppose ass5 b, for SE Y(L) then by (ii), scrs 
and since a IS IS I b it follows from (iv) that aab. 
REMARK. It is obvious that if C is a complete chain and a, b E C, then a c b * 
* aab. Also aaa o a has an immediate predecessor. Finally, a > b =$ baa and not 
aab. 
We have seen in Lemma 2.3 (ii) that if L E 9c, a EL, then aaae,a E Y(L). 
Thus the binary relation Q in a sense generalizes the notion of complete join 
irreducibility. Also recall that a E J(L) e, a has an immediate predecessor a”. The 
next theorem shows that there is an analogous characterization for the relation 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L E 9c, a, b EL. Then aab es there exists an element b” EL, 
suchthatbacbandx~L,x~bandx~aimpliesx~bu.Ifaaathena”=ao. 
PROOF. *Letc=C {x:xrb,x~a,x~L}.Thenc~b.Nowc=bimpliesthat 
there exists x, XI b, XT a, x 4 a. Contradiction. Hence cc b. Again, if XI b, 
x~a,thenobviously,x<c.Itfollowsthatc=bU. =Byhypothesis, C {x:xsb, 
xza,xe L} sb”. Suppose C S=b for SCL and ass for all YES. Then 
b= 1 SI C {x : xsb,xLa,xeL}sba. Contradiction. It follows that aab. If 
aaa, then a”= 1 {x : xsa,xsfa,xEL} = C (x : x<a,xEL} =a’. 
We will need the following property of a-sets. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let L, L, and L2 E Qc. (i) If L, is a a-set of L and L2 is a a-set of 
L, then Lz is a a-set of L,. (ii) If L, and L2 are a-sets of L and L2 G L, then L2 is 
a u-set of L,. 
PROOF. Immediate. 
3.HOMOMORPHICIMAGESANDa-SETS 
In this section we will show that the complete homomorphic images of 
L, L E 9c are (up to isomorphisms) the a-sets of L. We start with introducing 
some notation. 
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Let L, L1 E 5%~ and let h : L-L, be a complete homomorphism. Then the map 
h* : L1+L is defined by h*(a)= n {x: x~L,h(x)=u} for ucL,. The map h* 
has some important properties, notably that it is an order embedding which 
preserves sums and also preserves the relation o and which are a result of the 
fact that L is completely distributive. These properties are summarized in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L, L, E 9c and let h : L+L, be a complete onto homo- 
morphism. Then (i) hh * is the identity map on L1; (ii) h *(h(a)) I Q for a EL; (iii) 
h* is an order embedding; (iv) h* preserves sums; (v) h*(h(u)) = C {h*(h(x)) : 
h*(h(x))su,x~L} for UEL; (vi) h*[L1] is a a-set of L and h*[Ll]nL1; (vii) 
h*(h(u)) E J(L) H h(a) E Jf(L1). 
PROOF. (i) h(h *(h(u))) = fl {h(x) : h(x) = h(u),x~ L) = h(u); (ii) Immediate; 
(iii) For u, b E L, h(u) I h(b) * h(h *(h(u))h*(h(b))) = h(h*(h(u)))h(h *(h(b))) = (by 
(i)) h(u)/@) = h(u) * h*(h(u))h *(h(b)) 1 h*@(u)) * h *(h(u)) I h *(h(b)). Again, 
h *(h(u)) I h *(h(b)) * h(h *(h(u))) I h(h *(h(b))) * (by (i)) h(u) I h(b); (iv) By (iii) it 
suffices to show that for S 5 L, h*( C h[Sj) I C h*[h[Sj]. We have C h*[h[Sj] = 
c n {x: h(x)=h(s),xEL}= n {C SES cp(4 : CP~ww9)=m)~. If 
iEL?iuch that h(&s))=h(s) for each SCS then h( CSCs q.@))= CSEs h(q.Q))= 
= Cses h(s)= C h[Sj. Thus h*( C h[Sj)~ CSEs q&s) and it follows that 
h*( 1 h[SJ)s 1 h*[h[q]. (v) For XEL, h*(h(x))~u*h(h*(h(x)))~~h(u)*(by 
(i)) h(x) I h(u) * (by (iii)) h *(h(x)) I h *(h(u)). Also by (ii) h *(h(u)) I u. Thus 
h*(h(u)) = c {h*(h(x)) : h*(h( x < U,XE L}. (vi) It follows from (iii) that )) - 
h*[L,] zL, and thus h*[L,] E 9~. Again, it follows from (iv) that sums in h*[L,] 
are the same as sums in L (note that 0, =0 h,lL1l). It remains to show that for 
a,bEL, h*VWh~I~,l h*(h(b)) a h*(h(u))~~h*(h(b)). Now for S c L, C S= 
= h *(h(b)) * h( C S) = C h[S] = h(h *(h(b))) = h(b) * C h*[h[S]] = h *(h(b)) * 
=+ there exists s E S with h *(h(a)) I h *(h(s)) IS* h *(h(u))aLh *(h(b)). (vii) 
h*(h(a)) E Y(L) c) (by Lemma 2.3(ii)) h*(h(a))~~h *(h(a)) o (by (vi)) 
h*(h(a))ah*[L,]h*(h(Q))*h(u)~L1h(u)~h(u)E~(L1). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L,L, and Lz~ 9c and let h, : L+L, and hz : L,+L2 be 
complete onto homomorphisms. Then (h2hl)*= h:h:. 
PROOF. For aeLz we have h:(h;(u) = n {x : h,(x)= h!(u),xEL} and 
&+$Vu) = II Ix : WdX)) = u,x~L}. But forxEL, h,(x)=h:(u)*h2(hl(x))= 
=h2(h;(a))=u~(h2hl)*(u)~x=+(h,h,)*(u)~h~(h~(u)). Again, for XEL, 
hz(hl(x))=u~h:(u)lh,(x)~h:(h:(u))lh:(h,(x))lx~h:(h:(u))l(h2hl)*(u). 
It follows that h:(h@)) = (h,h,)*(u). 
It follows from Lemma 3.l(vi) that if L, L, E 9~ and L, is a complete homo- 
morphism of L, then L, is isomorphic to a o-set of L. We will show next that 
conversely, if LI is a a-set of L,LE 9~. Then L1 is a complete homomorphic 
image of L. In fact, we will prove a stronger result which will also be used in the 
next section. 
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We first introduce some further useful notation. Suppose L E 9c and L1 is a 
join-semisublattice of L, then gLtl : L-L, is defined by gLL,(a)= C {x : xla, 
XE L,} for a E L1. If there is no danger of confusion then we will also write gL, 
instead of gLL,. Note that for a EL, gLL,(a) la and that gLL, is the identity map 
on L, (in particular, gLt, is onto LJ. It also follows from Lemma 3.1(v) that if 
L, L, E 9c and h : L-L1 is a complete onto homomorphism, then gLL1 = h*h 
where L, = h*[L,]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose L E %k and suppose L1 is a join-semisublattice of L. 
Then L is a o-set of L egL, is a complete homomorphism. Moreover, if L, is a 
a-set of L then g;,(a) = a for a E L1. 
PROOF. *Obviously, gL, preserves order. In order to show that gL, preserves 
sums, it suffices to show that for S G L, gL,( C S)l 1 gLIISJ. By Lemma 2.3(vi) 
&,(C S)= c 1 x : xoLl(gL1(C S),xeLl}. Now if XEL, and xal,(gL,( C S)) 
then by hypothesis, xaL(gL,( C S)). But gL1( 1 S) I C S so by Lemma 2.3(iv), 
xoL( C S) and again by Lemma 2.3(v) there exists s E S such that XO~S and thus 
~5s. It follows that xsgL,(s) implying XI C gL,[Sl, and thus gL,(C S)< 
I C gL,[fl. Next we show that gL, preserves products. Again, it suffices to 
show that for SC L, n’lgL,[Sj sgL,(flL S). Now ‘lgr,[Sj rg,,(s)ss for each 
YES. So, nLlgL,[fls nL S and thus nLlgL,[SlsgL,(flL S).~Since gL, is a 
complete homomorphism it follows that L1 E 9~. By Lemma 3.l(vi) it now 
suffices to show that g;,(a)=a for a~&. For aeLI, g:,(a)= n {x : gL,(x)= 
=a,xcL}. But if forxeL, aeLI, g,,(x)=a, then we haveg,,(x)rxand thus 
alx. Also gL,(@ =a. Hence g,* (a) =a. The last part of the lemma is now 
immediate. 
We now are able to establish the result which was enunciated at the beginning 
of this section. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let L and L, E 9~. L1 is a complete homomorphic image of L if 
and only if L1 is isomorphic to a a-set of L. 
PROOF. Immediate from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. 
4.CONGRUENCERELATIONSANDa-SETS 
We have seen (Theorem 3.4) that if L E 9c, then the complete homomorphic 
images of L are (up to isomorphisms) exactly the a-sets of L. It should be noted 
that this relationship between the complete homomorphic images of L and the 
a-sets of L is not necessarily a one-one correspondence since distinct a-sets of L 
may be isomorphic. The correspondence becomes one-one by considering the 
complete congruence relations of L rather than the complete homomorphic 
images of L. In this section we will show that the set of o-sets’of L is a complete 
lattice (under set-theoretic inclusion) which is anti-isomorphic to Con (L) and 
use the obtained results to characterize the subdirect factorizations of L. We 
will from now on denote the set of a-sets of L by f?(L). Note that (0,) and L 
belong to V(L). The following theorem establishes that g(L) is a complete 
lattice. 
THEOREM 4.1. If L E 9c then V(L) is a complete lattice. If {Li : i E I} c V(L) 
and Ll={ Ciel ai : UiELi, iEl} then Li = Ci,z,“‘) Li. Furthermore for aeL, 
gL,ta)= CieI gLiCa)* 
PROOF. We first observe that L1 is the smallest join-semisublattice of L which 
contains each Lip icl. Next we show that for aEL, gL,(a)= Ciel gLi(a). 
We have gL,(a)= C {Cielxi : Ci,c~xiIa,xiELi,iEI} and CielgLi(U)= 
= Ciel C {x: x<a,xELi).Nowif CiclxiIaforxiELi,iEI,aEL,thenxiIa 
for iEland thus CiEIXil Cielg@) and it follows that gL,(a)I Ci,,gL,(@. 
Conversely, suppose xo E Li,,, i. E I, xo I a. Define for each i E I, Xi E Li by xi0 = xo 
andxi=Ofori#ie.Thenxe= CiEIxiIgLI(a)andthus Ci,lgL,(a)Ig~,(a).Next 
we show that gL, is a complete homomorphism. Let SC L then gL,( C S)= 
= Ciel g,$ C S). But Li is a o-set of L for each iE1 and thus by Lemma 
3.3 each gLi is a complete homomorphism. Therefore we have gL,( C S)= 
= CieI C gLi[sl= Cse-S CieI gLi(@= CsEs gL,(@= C gLIFl. This shows that 
gL, preserves sums (and thus order). In order to show that gL, preserves products 
it suffices to show that for ScL, nLlgr,[SjsgL$nL S). Now n’lgL,[Sj 5 
IgLI(s)= CiezgL.(S)IS for each SES. Thus n ‘gL,[SJ<fl” [Sl implying 
n’rgLl[Sl 5gL,(n” S). We now infer from Lemma 3.3 that L1 is a a-set of L 
and obviously, L1 is the smallest a-set of L containing each Li. Also {OL} E V(L) 
and it follows that V(L) is a complete lattice. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Before we can prove that 2?(L) and Con (L) are anti-isomorphic, we will need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. If L E & and L1 E g(L), L2 E %‘(LJ then gLILzgL! = gLL2. 
PROOF. We have for a~ L, gL+,(gL,(a))= C {x : XE L2,xsgLl(a)} and 
gLL2(@= 1 {x : x~L~,xsa}. If xEL2, xsgl,(a) then xla so gLILz(gL,(u))5 
sgLL,(a). Again, if xc Lz, x<u then (since L2e V(L1) and thus Lz G L1), XE L1, 
xla so x=gl,(a). It follows that gL,Ll(gL,(a))zgLL2(a). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let L E 9~ and let c : Con (L)+ K(L) be defined by 
c(0) = @[L/B] for 8~ Con (L). Then c is an anti-isomorphism. 
REMARK. For the proof of this theorem we do not need Theorem 4.1. In fact, 
Theorem 4.3 implies that g(L) is a complete lattice. However, Theorem 4.1, in 
addition, states what the sums are in V(L). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3. Note that it follows from Lemma 3.l(vi) that 
c(~)E VT(L) for 0~Con (L). We proceed in steps and prove: (1) 8i l&* 
*c(f&) G c(f9,). Thus we must show that h,$[L/&] 5; @[L/B1]. Since 0,~ 0, there 
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exists a complete onto homomorphism h : L/B, +L/& such that Me, = Z$. It 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that h$h * = he:. Now if u E h$[L/&] then u = h,$(ho,(a)) 
for some aE L. Now hG(he,(a)) = h$(h*(ho,(a))) E h$[L/B,]. Thus u E hJ[L/B,]. 
(2) c(&) G ~(8~) * 6$ I 0,. Since c(e,) and ~(0~) E V(Z) and ~(0~) c c(0,) it follows 
from Lemma 2.5(ii) that c(f&) E g(c(0,)). Writing L, = c(0,) and L2 = c(&) we 
have by Lemma 4.2 that g,+gL, =gLL2. Now for a,beL, ho,(a)= h@,(b)* 
*hJ(h,,(a)) = ht(he,(b))=+(cf. remark preceding Lemma 3.3) gL,(a) =gL,(b)* 
*gL,Lz(gL,(4) =g~,~~(g~,@)) =$0-v Lemma 4.2) gLL,(a) = gLLZ(@ * h,:(k+N = 
= h$(ho,(b)) * (since h,* is an isomorphism) ho,(a)= ho,(b). It follows that 
6J1 513~. (3) c is onto. Le; L, E F?(L) and let 8= ker gL,. Then c(0) =g;,[LJ =(by 
Lemma 3.3)=Ll. 
We will now use the results obtained in this section to characterize the sub- 
direct (direct) factorizations of L, L E 9~. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let L E 9~ and let {Li : ie Z} be a set of a-sets of L. Then the 
following are equivalent: (i) The map Xiel gLi : L+Xi,l Li represents L as a 
subdirect product of the set {Li : iel}; (ii) Ciel V(Lo Li = L; (iii) C [El gLj(a) = a 
for a EL. Furthermore the map Xiel gLi : L-*Xie, Li represents L as a direct 
product of the set {Li : i E Z} if and only if the equivalent conditions (i), (ii) and 
(iii) are satisfied and, in addition, the following equivalent conditions are 
satisfied: (iv) for il, i2 E Z, il # iz, aELi,, bELiz, alb*a=O; (V) for a set 
{ai : aiELi, icl}, gLi(CjeI aj)=ai for each ieZ. 
PROOF. (i) *(ii) By hypothesis, niel ker gi = O* (by Theorem 4.3) 
Cie, c(ker gi)=L* CielY’L’ Li=L; (ii)*(iii) By hypothesis, Cic,“L) Li=L. 
Thus for a EL, we have by Theorem 4.1 that a = gL(a) = C ial gLi(a); (iii)*(i) 
Let L1 = CiEf’c(L) Lie By hypothesis and by Theorem 4.1 we have for aE L that 
gL,(a)= CieIgL,(a)=a. But gL,(a)ELl. So L, G L and thus L, =L. Hence 
CielKIL) Li= L and it follows from Theorem 4.3 that HiQI ker gL,=O which 
implies (i). Now suppose that XiEr gLi : L+Xi,l Li represents L as a direct 
product of {Li : ieZ}. Then by the first part of the theorem conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) hold. In addition, we have for a set {ai : ai E Lip i E Z} there exists a’E L 
such that gLi(a? = ai for iE I. But by (iii) C iel gLi(a? = a’ and thus a’= 1 iel ai. 
Therefore gLi( Cjsl aj) = ai for ieZ and thus (v) holds. Conversely, suppose (i), 
(ii), (iii) and (v) hold. Thus for any set {ai : ai E Li, ie Z> we have gLi( Cjer aj) = ai. 
Then it is obvious that the map Xie, gLi is onto Xi,=1 Li and thus this map 
represents L as a direct product of {Li : iE I}. We finally prove the equivalence 
of conditions (iv) and (v). (iv)*(v): Fix i. E I. We must show that gLi,( Cjel aj) = 
= ai,. Let j # io, j E I. If x I aj, x E Li, then by hypothesis x = 0. SO by definition 
of gLiO, we have that gL,(aj)=O and it follows that gLi,( Cj,laj) = CjeJ gL,(aj) = 
= aiO; (v) * (iv): Let i,, i2 E Z, il + iz, ai, E Lil, ai, E Li,, ai1 I ai,. We must show that 
ai, =O. Define for i E Z, bi E Li by bi, =ai, and bi = 0 for if i, and define ci E Li by 
ci2=ai, and ci=O for i#i,. Then LipI ,- , b.~a.~ and CiE, Ci=ai,. By hypothesis 
gLj( C icl bi) =a+ for j= il and gLj( C iel bi) = 0 for j# ii. Similarly, gLj( C is, ci) = 
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=ai,forj=izandg~~(Ci,,ci)=Oforj#iZ.Butai,~ai2thusg,i,(ai,)~gLi,(ai,)or 
gL;,( 1 iel bi) Ig,$ C is* ci) and it follows that ai, = 0. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
5. a-SETS WHICH ARE CHAINS 
We recall Raney’s result [4] which states that every completely distributive 
complete lattice is a subdirect product of complete chains. In this section we will 
consider this result within the framework of the approach we have taken in 
section 4. It follows from Raney’s result and from Theorem 4.4 that if L E 9c, 
then there exists a set {Ci : iel} E V(L) such that each Ci is a complete chain 
and such that Cie,VC;=L. US ing the techniques that we have developed, we 
will exhibit these chains and obtain Raney’s result as a special case of the more 
general structure theorem that was obtained in the previous section. 
Let L E .9c and let C be a chain in L. Consider the following condition: 
(*) For a,beL, a<b*aolb. 
Note that if C satisfies (*) then C need not necessarily be a o-set of L. However, 
it is clear that for a, b E L, aaLb there exists a chain C in L such that (a, 6) c C 
and such that C is maximal subject to (*). The following lemma generalizes a 
result of Raney [4] (Part (iii) is proved in [4]). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L E 9c and let C be a chain in L maximal subject to condition 
(*). Then (i) 0 E C; (ii) C is complete; (iii) For a, b E C, aaLb * there exists c E C 
such that aaLcalb; (iv) For a E C, aaLa * aa,a. 
PROOF. (i) Immediate, since OaLa for all aE C, a#O. (ii) By (i) it suffices to 
show that sums exist in C. Suppose that for Sg C, S has no sum in C then 
u = CL S does not belong to C. Suppose x E C. If there exists an s E S such that 
XIS, then there exists S’ES such that XIS<S’<U (since S has no sum in C). 
But so& and it follows from Lemma 2.3 that xalu. If xzzs for each SE S and 
thus x>s for each SE S then again there exists X’E C such that x>x’> u and it 
follows again from Lemma 2.3 that ualx. But C is maximal subject to (*) and 
thus u E C. Contradiction. (iii) Suppose aoLb and aaLuaLb for no u E C. Then 
acb and even acb (in C). By Lemma 2.3(vii), there exists u E L such that 
aaLualb, but u $ C. Suppose XE C. If xsa, then xsa < u and thus by Lemma 
2.3 xalu. If x~a then x~b and thus x~b>u and it follows that uuLx. This 
contradicts again the maximality of C subject to (*). (iv) Suppose a E C, aaLa 
and not aoca. Then a0 $ C. Suppose x E C. If x >a then a0 <a <x and it follows 
from Lemma 2.3 that aOaLx. If x<a, then there exists X’E C such that x<x’<a, 
since a has no immediate predecessor in C. But then x<x’saO implying xaLao 
again contradicting the maximality of C subject to (*). 
REMARK. If C is maximal subject to (*) then C need not be a a-set of L. If 
a, b E C and aaLb and a< b then obviously aacb. If a = b and aaLa then by the 
previous lemma aaca. Also if a < b and aacb then by (*) aaLb. But we need not 
have that aoca implies aaLa. Indeed, take L = 2*. Let C = { (0, 0), (0, l), (1, 1)). 
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Then C is maximal subject to (*) but (1, l)ac(l, 1) but not (1, l)aL(l, 1). Also 
note that C is a join-semisublattice of L. The following example shows that if C 
is maximal subject to (*) (and thus complete) that C need not even be a join- 
semisublattice of L. Let L = [0, l] x [0, l] ([0, I] is the real unit interval). Let 
C= ((0,x) : 01x< 1) U {(l,l)} then clearly C is a chain in L which is maximal 
subject to (*) but C is not a join-semisublattice of L, since 
Cc ((0,x): Osx<l}=(l,l)and CL (0,x): 01x<l}=(O,l). 
We will now show that if L E gc and C is a chain in L which is maximal 
subject to (*) then we can associate with C a chain in L which is a a-set of L. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let L E & and let C be a chain in L maximal subject to (*). 
Define 9 : C-rL by 9(a) = CL {x : XCJ~U,XE C} for a~ C. Then (i) for a, b E C, 
9(a) I a; (I < b * 9(a) la I 9(b) I b; 9 preserves order; 9(a) < 9(b) *a < 6; (ii) 
9[CJ is a chain and a a-set of L. 
REMARK. If a E Y(L) then aaLa and thus 9(a) = a. If a B J(L) then not aaLa and 
thus 9(a)= CL {x: x<a,x~C}. Also note that for a,b~C, aalb*a@. 
Indeed if a < b then this is obvious and if a = b then this follows from Lemma 
5.1 (iv). Also, a@ * aaLb if a < b, but this need not be the case if a = b. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.2. (i) For XEL, xoLa*xla=9(a)la. Again, acb* 
*aa~b=>as9(b)=,9(a)~a~9(b)~b. If a= b then 9(a) =9(b) and it follows 
that 9 preserves order. Finally, 9(a) c 9(b) *a c b since a r b =) 9(a) 19(b). (ii) It 
follows from (i) that 9[CJ is a chain and note OE 9[CJ since 9(0)10. We will 
first show that 9[CJ is complete and closed under sums in L. It suffices to show 
that 9 preserves sums. Let S G C. By (i) 9 preserves order, thus we need to show 
that 9( 1 c S) I CL 9[q. We have for x0 E C and xoaL C c S* (by Lemma 
2.3(v)) there exists so ES such that xooLso *x0 I 9(so) I CL 9[sJ =$9( Cc S) I 
I CL 9[Sl. Since 9[CJ is closed under sums it remains to show that for a, b E C, 
9(a)a,~~9(b)=9(a)a~9(b). We have two cases: (1) 9(a) = 9(b) and thus 
9(a)cr,tq9(a). Hence, there exists CE C such that 9(a) covers 9(c) in 9[CJ. It 
follows from (i) that cc CI which again implies 9(c) ICI 9(a) I a. We will show 
that there exists x0 E C such that xocrLa and x0 =9(a). Suppose not. Then for all 
XE C such that xaLa, we have x+9(a) and thus x<9(a). But c<a, thus caLa 
and therefore c < 9(a). It follows from the definition of 9 and because caLa that 
there exists xl E C such that xloLa and c<xl 19(a). But xlaLa implies x1 <9(a) 
and thus we have ccxr <9(a). Again, since xl <9(a) and xloLu, there exists 
~Z~Csuchthat X~CTLQ andxr <x~<&u). SOC<X~<X~<~(~)I~*C<X~CX~< 
<a*(by Lemma 5.2(i)) 9(c) ICY 9(x1) 1x1 I V)(XZ) 5x2 I 9(a). NOW 9(c) <9(x2) 
since 9(c) = v)(x~) =$ c = x1. Also 9(x2) <9(a) since (P(XZ) = 9(a) *x2 = 9(a). Hence 
9(c) <9(x2) <9(a), contradicting that 9(a) covers 9(c) in 9[q. Thus there exists 
x0 E C such that xooLa and x2 = 9(a) and it follows that 9(a)crLa and 9(a) E C. If 
0=9(a) then we have 9(a)aL9(a). If 9(a)<a, it then follows from 9(a)aLa and 
9(a) E C, that there exist by condition (*)x1 E C such that 9(a)aLxluLa. But then 
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x1 s&r). Also (P(U)IX~ so q(a) =x1 and it follows that &r)a~qr(a). (2) cp(a)# 
#q(b), so q(a) <q(b). If ~(b)cr,t~q@) then by case (1) q@)al(p(b) and thus by 
Lemma 2.3(iv) q.@)alq(b). If not q(b)c~,[~q@) then q(b) has no immediate 
predecessor in q[CJ and thus there exist x1,x2 E C such that &z)<Q)(x,) < 
<~(xz)<bo(b)‘a<xl<xz<~~(by Lemma 2.3(iv)) &r)~a~q$xi)~xi~ 
IQ)(x~) 5x2 z~q$b) z~b* q(a) 5x1 <x2 I q(b). But xlaLx2 so by Lemma 2.3(iv) 
dmLG@). 
The following lemma, which is an implication of the previous lemma, states 
that if a, b E L, aaLB then there is a chain which is a a-set which “separates” a 
and b. Precisely, we have 
LEMMA 5.3. Let L E 9c, 0, b E L and aa& Then there exists a chain C in L 
which is a a-set and c E C such that as c I b. 
PROOF. Since aaLb, there exists a chain C, in L which is maximal subject to 
condition (*) and such that a, b E C,. Let v, : Ci +L be the function as defined in 
Lemma 5.2 and let C=q[C,], then we infer from that lemma that C is a chain 
which is a a-set in L. Letting c = p(b), we have a I c I b. 
We are now able to prove Raney’s structure theorem in a more general form. 
THEOREM 5.4. [4]. Let L E 9c and let { Ci : ic Z} be the set of all chains in L 
which are o-sets in L. Then L is a subdirect product of the set { Ci : ic I}. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.4 we must show that for aEL, Ciel g,-,(u) =a. Now 
gci(a)lu for all iEZ, thus Cisl gci(u)la. By Lemma 2.3(vi) u= C {x : xolu, 
XEL} for UEL. SupposexE L, xata. By Lemma 5.3, there exist &oZand CE Ci, 
such that XI csa, so by definition of gciO, csgcio(a) and thus xsgcio(u). It 
follows that a I C iel gci(a) and we conclude that a = C ill gci(a). 
REMARK. It also follows that for a, b E L, a#b, there exists i. E Z such that 
gcio(a) Zgc,(b) since otherwise a = 1 is1 gc,(u) = C ic, gq(b) = b. 
We will now strengthen the result stated in the previous theorem. We first 
prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let L E Qc and suppose C is a chain in L which is a a-set of L. 
Then C is contained in a chain which is maximal subject to the condition that it 
is a a-set. 
PROOF. We must show that any chain in the partially ordered set (ordered by 
set-inclusion) of chains in L which are a-sets has an upper bound in this partially 
ordered set. Let Con&L) = { 8 : OE Con (L), L/o a complete chain}. Let Y be a 
chain in Con&L). Then it follows from Theorem 4.3 that we must show that Y 
has a lower bound in Con&L). Let O,,= nCon CL) % We will show that 
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13, E Con&L). Indeed let a, b E L. We must show that either heo(@ 5 h@,(b) or 
he,(a) 1 h@,,(b). Suppose not. Then (a, ab) $0, and (b, ab) 4 0, and thus there exist 
8i,& E Y such that (a, ab) $81 and @, ab) $ (3,. But then, since L/0, and L/t& are 
chains, we have (b, ab) E tZ1 and (a, a@ E 0,. Since 9’ is a chain, either e1 I 0, or 
S, I 8,) say 8, I t9,, implying (b, ab) E 0,. Contradiction. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let L E 9c then L is a subdirect product of chains in L which 
are maximal subject to the condition that they are a-sets of L. 
PROOF. We must prove that for a, b E L, a# 6, there exists a chain C in L 
which is maximal subject to the condition that it is a a-set in L and such that 
g&a) #g&b). Let {Ci : ZEZ} be the set of chains in L which are o-sets in L. It 
follows from Theorem 5.4 (see remark following the proof of that theorem) 
that there exists i0 E Z, such that gcio(a) #gciO(b). By Lemma 5.5 there exists ir E Z 
such that Ci, G Ci, and such that Ci, is maximal in {Ci : icl}. By Theorem 4.3, 
ker gci, r ker gci, and it follows that (a, b) E ker gci, and thus gci,(a) #gcil(b). 
In the remaining part of the section we will use the results of this section to 
prove some properties of f(L) if L E 9c and if L satisfies some special con- 
ditions. We start with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let L E 9c and let C be a finite chain L and 0 E C. Then CE f(L) e 
efor aEC, a#O, aeY(L). 
PROOF. * Obvious, since aoCa * aola. * For a, b E C, aacb implies b # 0 since 
otherwise 0~0. Thus by hypothesis b E Y(L). But a I b and it follows that aaLb. 
That aa,+ implies a@ is immediate since C is finite. 
Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 5.6 now yield the following structure theorem for 
finite distributive lattices. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let L E 9c, L finite. Then L is a subdirect product of all 
maximal chains in L which consist of (completely) join irreducible elements. 
REMARK. If L E Ire, L finite, then L is of course a subdirect product of any set 
{Ci : ill} of chains in L such that for ieZ, OECi and aECi, a#O=+aeY(L) 
and such that L = C fir) Ci. Note that this last condition is equivalent to the 
condition that for ac L, a = C S for some S, S c UIEI Ci (Theorem 4.4). In 
particular, L is of course a subdirect product of all chains (0, a), a E Y(L). 
In [2], we have defined for L E 9c, Con, (L) = { 8 E Con (L) : L/f? is a complete 
ring of sets}. It was also proved in [2] that Con, (L) and thus c[Con, (L)] is a 
complete atomic Boolean algebra. We will now characterize the elements of 
c[Con, (L)] and this characterization will also provide another and short proof 
of the fact that Co% (L) is a complete atomic Boolean algebra. 
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LEMMA 5.9. Let L E .% and let L1 be a a-set of L (thus L, E V(L)). Then L1 is a 
complete ring of sets c) L, = 1 flU { (0,s) : SE S for some S G Y(L)}. Moreover 
ifL1=CflL)((O,s) :s~SforsomeSc$(L)} thenY(Lr)=S. 
PROOF. Let S = 9(LJ, then S G S(L) since for s E S, s~~,s implies scrls. For 
CIEL~, a= C {s: s~&,sla} showing L1= C @U ((0,s) : sES}.-=Obviously 
S G L,. If s E S then SELLS, implying scr@ and thus s E 9(L1). It follows that L, is 
a complete ring of sets. For the “Moreover” part, suppose L, = 1 W) { (0,s) : 
s E S for some S c 9(L)}. If a E Y(L,) then a = 1 Sr for some S1 G S. But aoL,a, 
so aaLl C S1 implying aaL C S1. By Lemma 2.3(v) there exists s E St such that 
aaLS and thus ass. Also ssa so a =s and thus a E Sr and it follows that 
9(L1) G S. But also S G l(L1) and we conclude that S = Y(LJ. 
REMARK. It is obvious that if L1 = 1 ‘W { (0,s) : SES for some S S Y(L)} 
then lc[~ono WI = C VW) ((0,s) : SE9(L)}={C s: SGJqL)). 
THEOREM 5.10. [2]. Let L E &. Then c[Con,, (L)] is a complete atomic 
Boolean algebra which is isomori>hic to 2flL). 
PROOF. Define h : 2-@)+c[Conc (L)] by h(S)= C fl’) { (0,s) : YES) for 
S G Y(L). By Lemma 5.9 h(S) E c[Conc (L)]. We will show that h is an iso- 
morphism. For St, S, s 9(L), St G S, =$ h(S) I h&). If conversely h(St) I h&) 
then SE St *SE h(SJ =+s E h(&). But SE S(L) thus saLs implying scrh(s,)s. It 
follows thats E Y((h(&)) and we infer from Lemma 5.9 that s E S, and hence 
S1 5 S,. Finally we show that h is onto. Let L1 E c[Coq, (L)]. By Lemma 5.9, 
L, = C @U { (0,s) : SE S for some S s Y(L)}. But then h(S) = L1 by definition 
of h. 
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